Stamparatus Helpful Information
Supplies in the box
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stamparatus base 8” x 8”
foam insert – to be used for photopolymer only, you may wish to use a silicon mat in addition to the foam
mat
2 stamping plates (4 sides)
2 Rare Earth magnets (extremely fragile and extremely magnetic to each other)
Instructions: warning a) closing with both plates on device, b) magnets will NOT be replaced and
expected to be in new annual catalog

Why purchase a Stamparatus?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t get enough ink on the stamp the first time? Perfect, add more ink and stamp again! Second chance
stamping
Great for 2‐stamp or 3‐step stamping for lining up of images perfectly and with ease
Great for making multiple cards with same design like swaps, invitations, holiday cards
Perfect for repeat or step stamping
Fabulous for multiple image stamping
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Reference document with equipment and smart code
Not to be used with wood‐mount stamps, unless unmounted
Use ink spots: sets of 4 in catalog or uninked and add colors
Ruler on base for reference
Use silicon mat, as needed
Stabilizing feet so it won’t move around
4 stamp sides, interchangeable and acrylic for easy cleaning
Grid lines on stamp plates and bottom surface
Use foam pad only with photopolymer, not needed for red rubber stamps
Use stamp case under inking plate for better inking and stability
Use Duct tape on magnets for handles for ease and pulling up
Additional magnets will be available in 2018‐19 Annual Catalog and on Amazon until then
Can be used with left‐handed and be turned in any direction for ease.
Don’t get ink on hinges, will transfer to hands and paper.

Things to know:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DO NOT GET MAGNETS CLOSE, extremely strong and extremely fragile, use 1 magnet at a time or keep
them more than 3”‐4” apart, do not set on table or they will come together and explode.
When storing, only attach one plate at a time, cannot close without breaking
Use grid paper for reference and over stamping
Best $49 you will spend as a stamping tool!
Will be available for purchase in 2018‐19 Annual catalog (June) or May for Demos

Who is a good candidate for this device?
1.
2.
3.

Any stamper, period!
Stampers with shaky hands.
Stampers with strength or grip challenges.

Cynthia McQueen, Independent Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator
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